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My proper southern belle mama might disagree, but I say I was born to be a rebel. From the second I got my hands on a pair of drumsticks, my future was sealed. I never fit in
anyway, not with my rocker soul and curves that never take a day off. But what's a drummer without a band? Oh, that's right. A cocktail waitress. That is, until the chance of a
lifetime falls into my lap-Unrequited needs a drummer, and I happen to have an 'in' with the band. The only trouble is, Santiago Garza, Unrequited's broody, scowly bassist, doesn't
want me in his band, which is kind of funny, considering he was the one who took my heart and stomped all over it five years ago. My career is far more important than hurt
feelings though, so Santiago can suck it up and deal. That's what I'm doing, no matter how many times I remember the feel of his lips on mine. I won't fall for him this time. I'm
done being anyone's second choice.
He's fighting his demons. She's fighting her past. Their only chance is to fight together. Life changes in the blink of an eye. I have everything a man could ever want: fame, women,
money, power. I could have any woman I want, so why is my new manager the one I want the most? And why is she the only one who keeps saying no? Can I seduce her for longer
than one night, or will the monsters I keep trying to push away finally consume me and win? Secret Smiles is the first book in the Love in Sienna Series. A series of interconnected
stand-alones. If you like sexy rock stars, emotional rollercoasters and second chance romances, then you'll love this contemporary romance by Laura John. Pick up Secret Smiles to
start your rollercoaster ride today! *Trigger Warning* This book discusses some tougher subjects that might bother some readers.
Falling Down — world famous rock band and my current state of being. My head and my heart have been falling for Jesse Kingston since I was just a schoolgirl. He’s sinfully sexy,
and I get to spend my days flirting and dancing in his new music video. The chemistry between us is explosive, but it’s just work—that is, until he proposes a weekend together. I’m
all for a sex-filled romp with the dirty-talking rockstar. But what starts out as fun and games turns into something bigger than either of us bargained for. Now he wants more. He
wants everything, and he’s not taking no for an answer. Can a schoolgirl crush turn into a happily ever after or am I destined for heartbreak?
Things just got serious... The only thing music publicist Courtney Lincoln dislikes more than knock-off sugary breakfast cereal is the hunky lead singer of her brother’s ridiculously
popular band. A band on the rocks, again. Seems like this time it’ll take a miracle to save Dimefront. So when she discovers she’s pregnant following one teeny, tiny, mind-blowing
morning with Brennan “Bax” Baxter, the timing is not great. Being a mom wasn’t part of her plan, but her plans just changed. Following the implosion of his engagement, Bax
realizes he doesn’t want to lose Dimefront, too. But he’s finally let his guard down with Courtney in a steamy slip-up that ties them together as unlikely co-parents. The big
problem? He broke the cardinal rule of music—don’t knock up the bass player’s little sister. Especially a little sister who sees straight through the façade he’s painstakingly
curated. But he’s always wanted a family, and he’s being offered that chance. Plus, Courtney might just be exactly who he needs to keep him grounded. Even if the band can mend
fences, there’s a baby on the way, and Courtney’s questioning everything she once thought. Bax is suddenly a dreamy boyfriend, but she isn’t convinced it’s authentic given all she
knows about his rocker past. As the group heads out on what they hope is a reunion tour, Bax and Courtney have to figure out what’s real, what’s not, and if they can learn to
finally trust each other…
Leaving to Stay
Return of the Bad Boy
A Rock Star Romance Prequel
Knocked Up by the Rockstar
Running From A Rock Star

Courtney, a twenty-one year old beautiful virgin, has but one dream. To meet Shane, the bad-boy rockstar lead singer of 'Shard', one of the
worlds most famous bands. Shane's wild and exhibitionist performances have been the stuff of her erotic fantasies since her late teens, but
as all the other girls her age date boys, Courtney holds out the hope that one day she'll be able to give one man, Shane, the one thing that
she'll then never be able to give anyone else. Shane, a twenty eight year old wolfish and exceptionally talented singer and songwriter,
revels in his fame and attractiveness to women, but begins feel his life is missing the one thing that his rockstar lifestyle can't bring
him. At a concert, his eye suddenly rests upon on a girl who quite literally stands out from the crowd... Courtney, and he very quickly
becomes intrigued by her... Warning: This is a work of erotic romance, and contains a story only suitable for adults! rockstar, rock star,
rock star romance books, rockstar erotic romance, alpha male, erotic literature, free, romance novels free, free ebooks, free erotica, free
erotic stories, freebie, erotic fiction books, bad-boy erotica
With a unique and irresistible voice, debut YA author Quick creates a beautifully beaten-up world of love, friendship, and hard-earned hope,
in which a young girl focuses on bettering the lives of her oddball circle of friends.
He’ll rock more than her heart. My only goal as soon as I graduate is leaving this small town and everyone in it behind but then he happens.
Kai Cooper is broody and mysterious. He’s everything I said I didn’t want. A bad boy musician on the road to stardom. A complication I never
saw coming. He’s got secrets that not only rock my heart, they shatter my world and change everything. This is a new adult high school
romance about first time love and falling for the bad boy with a good heart.
As lead guitarist of the Rolling Stones, Keith Richards created the riffs, the lyrics, and the songs that roused the world. A true and
towering original, he has always walked his own path, spoken his mind, and done things his own way. Now at last Richards pauses to tell his
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story in the most anticipated autobiography in decades. And what a story! Listening obsessively to Chuck Berry and Muddy Waters records in a
coldwater flat with Mick Jagger and Brian Jones, building a sound and a band out of music they loved. Finding fame and success as a bad-boy
band, only to find themselves challenged by authorities everywhere. Dropping his guitar's sixth string to create a new sound that allowed
him to create immortal riffs like those in "Honky Tonk Woman" and "Jumpin' Jack Flash." Falling in love with Anita Pallenberg, Brian Jones's
girlfriend. Arrested and imprisoned for drug possession. Tax exile in France and recording Exile on Main Street. Ever-increasing fame,
isolation, and addiction making life an ever faster frenzy. Through it all, Richards remained devoted to the music of the band, until even
that was challenged by Mick Jagger's attempt at a solo career, leading to a decade of conflicts and ultimately the biggest reunion tour in
history. In a voice that is uniquely and unmistakably him--part growl, part laugh--Keith Richards brings us the truest rock-and-roll life of
our times, unfettered and fearless and true. Richards' rich voice introduces the audiobook edition of LIFE and leads us into Johnny Depp's
performance, while fellow artist Joe Hurley bridges the long road traveled before Richards closes with the final chapter of this incredible
23-hour production, which includes a bonus PDF of photos.
Sorta Like a Rock Star
My Twist of Fortune
The Rockstar and the Virgin
Dress Rehearsal
Once Upon a Rock Star
Reissue of the second in a sizzling rock-star romance series from USA Today bestselling author Olivia Cunning SEXY CONTEMPORARY ROMANCE Sinners lead singer Sedric Lionheart has spent the past
two years trying to get over the woman who broke his heart, but it's no use. When he sees her working at a strip club and all his feelings come rushing back, he'll do anything to get her on his tour bus for the
summer. Jessica Chase is convinced she doesn't need Sed—never did and never will. But she does want him, and who wouldn't? The man is delicious. When she finds herself trapped on the Sinners' tour bus
with the impossibly sexy jerk, the passion between them is hotter than ever.
Finding a rock legend on the verge of being kidnapped wasn't on my list of typical Monday night activities. But it happened. And when it did? Sparks flew.Too bad I didn't realize who he was.If I hadn't been
so afraid of the world, I might have known what was in store for me. When Zen flashed me his panty-melting smile, I was a goner.My life as I knew it was over whether I wanted it to be or not.But I wasn't
ready for what was coming. I didn't think I was strong enough to handle it.Zen Taylor could be the death of me if I wasn't careful.Literally.But I knew I'd never be able to resist. And I didn't want to.For the
first time, I was living my life for me, and even if it meant the end, I knew it'd be worth it.
In my old life, I'd have never given Jack Colt a second look. Those muscular, alpha male types do nothing for me. But my father disappeared, along with all our money, and now I have to make Jack Colt's
band a success or starve in the streets. I need to focus and not let his raw sexuality and arrogant swagger mess with my head. But this isn't some game. The past catches up with me and soon the threat that I
fear the most becomes reality. Jack Colt - he's arrogant and infuriating but he's the one that's there for me when my world comes crashing down. With secrets of his own, will Jack Colt save me or destroy
me?
Travis Maddox, Eastern University's playboy, makes a bet with good girl Abby that if he loses, he will remain abstinent for a month, but if he wins, Abby must live in his apartment for the same amount of
time.
Rock Me
Atlas: A Dirty Rockstar Romance
Brooklyn Rockstar
A Rockstar Romance
Part Deux
I have everything: women, fame, money.But the only thing I need now...is her.Several years ago... I gave up everything else to pursue my rock star dream. Including her. I left that f*cking little town. I became a
world-known rock star. And now... I've tried so many times to move on. To forget. Something is missing in my life, but I don't know what. I don't expect to see her again... Yet fate brings us back together. And
when she comes back into my life, It's like no years have passed. I'm addicted again, but this time I'm hooked on her. And then she whispers something that turns my world upside down ...She has twin babies, and
I'm their Daddy. Leaving to Stay is a bad boy secret baby standalone romance with an HEA and no cliffhanger! Baby Fever Series: Leaving to Stay Accidental Soulmates Can't Get Over You Marrying the
Wrong Twin Deep in the Mountains All the stories in Baby Fever series can be read as a standalone.
Rock-n-roll is hell on relationships. Especially mine.Aya Aldringham has it "all", but wealth can't make her father love her or give her more time with her dying grandfather. Nor can it stop her from yearning
for Nash Porter, her savior and the boy she's never forgotten.Nash doesn't "do" relationships, not after watching his parents use each other's feelings as weapons. But that doesn't stop him from getting close to
Aya-really close-like, in her bed and in her arms.Falling in love is incredibly seductive? but playing to sold-out crowds is irresistible.While crowds might clamor for just one touch, one look?He only wants hers.
A classic memoir that's gripping, funny, and ultimately unforgettable from the bestselling former National Ambassador of Books for Young People. A strong choice for summer reading—an engaging and
powerful autobiographical exploration of growing up a so-called "bad boy" in Harlem in the 1940s. As a boy, Myers was quick-tempered and physically strong, always ready for a fight. He also read
voraciously—he would check out books from the library and carry them home, hidden in brown paper bags in order to avoid other boys' teasing. He aspired to be a writer (and he eventually succeeded). But as
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his hope for a successful future diminished, the values he had been taught at home, in school, and in his community seemed worthless, and he turned to the streets and to his books for comfort. Don’t miss this
memoir by New York Times bestselling author Walter Dean Myers, one of the most important voices of our time.
“Gruen chronicles his adventures as one of the preeminent photographers of rock and roll in his spectacular memoir . . . a roller-coaster narrative” (Publishers Weekly, starred review). Bob Gruen is one of the
most well-known and respected photographers in rock and roll. From John Lennon to Johnny Rotten; Muddy Waters to the Rolling Stones; Elvis to Madonna; Bob Dylan to Bob Marley; Tina Turner to Debbie
Harry, he has documented the music scene for more than fifty years in photographs that have captured the world’s attention. In Right Place, Right Time, Gruen recounts his personal journey from discovering a
love of photography in his mother’s darkroom when he was five, through his time in Greenwich Village for 1960s rock and 1970s punk, to being named the world’s premiere rock photographer by the New York
Times. With fast-paced stories and iconic images, Gruen gives the reader both a front row seat and a backstage pass to the evolution of American music culture over the last five decades. In the words of Alice
Cooper, “Bob had the ultimate backstage pass. Can you imagine the stories he’s got?”
Gone Guy
Rock Hard
A High School Rock Star Romance
Falling Down
How to Kill a Rock Star

"An affecting love story of two strangers finding each other at exactly the right moment." - Kirkus Reviews The tormented guitarist. The fearless security guard. The kiss that’s
seen globally. The razor blade that threatens to end everything. Billy Nestor has everything he’s always wanted: a band, the best guitar skills, a creative edge like no other, a
thick skin, and the chops to climb the charts. The one thing he’s missing is a supportive father. While his mom is his biggest fan, his father has chided him since the day he
picked up an instrument, slating that the boy would never amount to anything unless he applied himself to something other than heavy metal. Michelle Parsons has seen the
world through the eyes of the battlefield. She’s determined, tough as nails, and has enough brains and drive to get her anywhere she wants to go in the world. Until she gets
fatally shot in combat and has to take a backseat job as a security guard for a nothing band, and what’s worse, she gets the job after her dad calls on a friend for a favor. Despite
the disappointment, she quickly learns that protecting a band is almost as exhilarating as dodging landmines behind enemy lines. In the band’s third month of touring as an
opening act, the city that they play in is riddled with an unexpected, potentially life-threatening situation. Michelle has to put her life on the line once again, only this time, without
her hard hat and camouflage. After getting the band on the stage safely, a certain band member seeks her out once the applause quiets, and a fast friendship evolves. Billy finds
himself seeking Michelle out, escaping the sheltered life inside the hotel room, until Michelle and Billy come to an impasse on a serious topic, one close to Billy’s heart. But little
does Billy know that Michelle has also become close to his heart, and he doesn’t realize it until she climbs onto the shuttle bus to go back to the airport…out of his life forever. A
heartbreaking, true-to-life story about the trials and tribulations of being a rock star, and falling in love unexpectedly, with someone you would never have expected to fall for. A
story that covers sensitive subject matter, readers will see rock stars in a whole different light, and the people that love them, too. Dress Rehearsal has sensitive scenes,
violence, course language, drug use and graphic sex, so please be forewarned. Billy and Michelle’s story is a standalone that will leave you laughing, crying, and rooting for the
main characters as they take you through their journey of love, heartbreak, success and triumph.
Atlas Reynolds has it made. The bassist for a thriving rock band, complete with a world tour under their belts, Atlas has everything he’s ever dreamed of. Who knew getting
everything you wanted would become… boring? After a chance encounter on a last minute solo trip to Las Vegas, he finds himself one of a select few men invited to dine in the
dark with the hottest playmates of the past decade. Seeking a new diversion, he heads out for a mind-blowing night of debauchery in the city that invented the word. After years
in the Vegas spotlight, Kayla Sanders is ready to hang up her sequins and stilettos, until she receives an invitation to one last epic gig. Unable to resist the opportunity to let her
persona ‘Kincaid Summers’ go out with a bang, Kayla accepts the invitation, landing her in the lap of Atlas Reynolds--bassist of famous rock band, Banging Cade. When one
last hurrah turns into a night of unbridled passion, Kay thinks she just might be the one to tame Atlas’ wild heart. But when the lights turn on, will Atlas want the real woman
behind the façade?
He’d rocked her world. She’s about to blow up his life. When a beautiful former fling blasts back into his life, jaded rock star Darko Dunne’s peaceful seclusion on a private
island comes to an explosive end. Faced with a band of ruthless criminals and a ticking clock, Darko and Muireann must pool their resources to rescue the baby he never knew
he had.
From Wall Street Journal best-selling author Ilsa Madden-Mills comes a standalone romance about a flawed hero and the woman he can't forget. He called himself Spider.I just
knew him as the sinfully gorgeous guy with eyes of fire that fate put next to me on the airplane. I didn't know who he really was...future rock star...my stepbrother. He kissed me
because he thought we'd never see each other again. We would. Everyone warned me about him. They said he was ruthless and screwed up.That he'd leave me with a hole in
my heart. Maybe I should have listened. Maybe I should have built up a fortress to keep him out. But I crumbled instead. They say an unbreakable thread connects those who are
destined to meet. If that's true, then the moment he sat next to me, we were bound together forever. He just had to figure it out before it's too late...
A Memoir
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The Life of a Rock & Roll Photographer
A Novel
Bad Boy Rock Star
Rock Star #1

College student Bristol meets Gage when his band plays at the bar she frequents. They hook up and expect that to be the end of their journey together but it's really just the beginning.
Veterinarian, Rae Evans expects to attend a dreadful ten-year high school reunion. Instead, she's confronted by a past she's never gotten over. The love of her life, Travis Walker, has returned to Catfish Creek, and the now-famous
rock star wants only three things: Her. Naked. And screaming his name.. One reunion ... five second chances.
There are a million and one reasons why I shouldn't fall for my BFF's twin... Too bad love isn't reasonable. Zane is my total opposite. He dates a steady string of women who are nothing like me. And there's no way I would risk
Zoey's friendship over my teensy, tiny, baby crush on her brother. But when Zane hires me to help fix a glitch with his startup's software, I run into two problems: Someone on the inside seems to be sabotaging it Working with
Zane every day sends my feelings into overdrive My master plan is to sniff out the rat, help Zane save the company, and get out while my heart is still intact. No biggie. But somehow, I get roped into an investors' spa trip. Which
means spending a whole weekend with Zane and sharing a room with his date. Kill. Me. Now. This might serve to destroy my crush once and for all. If it doesn't destroy me first ...
Fans of Princess Posey and Ivy and Bean will enjoy engaging with science-loving Jada Jones in this easy-to-read chapter book. When Jada Jones's best friend moves away, school feels like the last place she wants to be. She'd
much rather wander outside looking for cool rocks to add to her collection, since finding rocks is much easier than finding friends. So when Jada's teacher announces a class project on rocks and minerals, Jada finally feels like
she's in her element. The only problem: one of her teammates doesn't seem to like any of Jada's ideas. She doesn't seem to like Jada all that much, either. Can Jada figure out a way to make a winning science project and a new
friend? The early chapter book bridges between leveled readers and chapter books for fluent readers adjusting to the chapter book format. At about 5,000 words, with short chapters and two-color art on almost every page, it will
appeal to this unique reader. The two-color art throughout will help readers transition from the familiar four-color art of leveled readers and ease them into black-and-white chapter books.
The Rock Star's Secret Baby (Ballybeg Bad Boys, Book 2)
Unrequited
A Bad Boy Rock Star Babies Romance
Phone Calls from a Rock Star
Rock God
What would you do if you fell in love twice and each time it was the same guy but you didn't know it? Willow... The first time the man of my dreams entered my life he was a sexy Brit stranded in Seattle by his
friends, who promised me everything and then broke my heart. The second time he entered my life he was a sweet and tender street musician who woke up my broken heart and made my blood boil, but he
left me yet again. Only this time he returned and was a billionaire... Eric... I'm no Prince Charming. In fact, I used to be the love 'em and leave 'em type, and I'm pretty sure I'm exactly the kind of guy I wouldn't
want my sisters to date. But I'm trying to be a better man, and that means finding Willow. The girl I left behind and can't forget. A lot's changed in the seven years since I broke her heart in an unspeakable
way. My life is about making amends to the people I've wronged. She's number five on my list. If only I could tell her I was sorry and I wasn't the same jerk I'd been. I've changed. But not so much that I can't
see she's a drop-dead gorgeous, sexy kitten I want as badly as I did the first time I saw her. This isn't what I planned. It's complicated. I'm the guy who broke her heart seven years ago. But make no mistake.
This time I'm making her mine... Willow & Eric's story is a two book miniseries. The books must be read in order to understand the story: Part 1: Gone Guy Part 2: Return to Us (releasing March 26, 2018)
Two aching hearts. A meddling small town. A second chance. It’s not a new story. Wife finds out husband’s been cheating on her and she packs up her four kids and heads back to her hometown, Sunrise
Bay, Alaska. Yeah, not a fresh start, but thousands of miles away from my ex will do just fine. I’m prepared for the cold weather, the early snowfalls, and dark days and nights. What I’m not prepared for is
coming face to face with my ex’s cousin and for the same feelings from twenty years ago to ignite like the flame never went out. It doesn’t take long before people are whispering about the widowed Hank
Greene and me. But we both have children to think of this time around. Then again, Hank knows what it’s like to be a single parent and sometimes those damn dimples of his make it hard to remember why
we can’t be together. NOTE: This is a prequel to the Greene Family series and does not have to be read to enjoy the series.
The #1 New York Times bestselling WORLDWIDE phenomenon Winner of the Goodreads Choice Award for Fiction | A Good Morning America Book Club Pick | Independent (London) Ten Best Books of the
Year "A feel-good book guaranteed to lift your spirits."—The Washington Post The dazzling reader-favorite about the choices that go into a life well lived, from the acclaimed author of How To Stop Time and
The Comfort Book. Somewhere out beyond the edge of the universe there is a library that contains an infinite number of books, each one the story of another reality. One tells the story of your life as it is,
along with another book for the other life you could have lived if you had made a different choice at any point in your life. While we all wonder how our lives might have been, what if you had the chance to go
to the library and see for yourself? Would any of these other lives truly be better? In The Midnight Library, Matt Haig's enchanting blockbuster novel, Nora Seed finds herself faced with this decision. Faced
with the possibility of changing her life for a new one, following a different career, undoing old breakups, realizing her dreams of becoming a glaciologist; she must search within herself as she travels through
the Midnight Library to decide what is truly fulfilling in life, and what makes it worth living in the first place.
What would you do if a rock star jumped into your car while you were waiting in line at a fast food drive-thru? You could do like Isabella Ames and become his best friend.But what if that friendship turns into
something more? And what if the stress of fame and heartache threaten to ruin that?You hold on with both hands...
Finding Zen
Rock Star
Rock Star's Heart
One Night with a Rock Star
Shadow Phoenix

"Rock Star" is the highly anticipated sequel to Ginger Voight's Rock and Roll Rubenesque saga, which began with the sizzling debut of "Groupie." For those who have been anxious to see
what has become of Andy, Vanni and Graham... buckle your seat belts. You're in for a thrilling new ride right through the dark underbelly of fame. In the second book in the series, readers get
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insight into the mind of the romantic hero, Giovanni Carnevale, as he reaches the pinnacle of success as a world wide rock star. Everyone wants a piece of him, but all he wants is the one
thing he can't have. He's angry and he's entitled, with ample opportunity to make really bad decisions. The combination proves explosive.Andy must watch from the sidelines as her beloved
Vanni falls victim to grifters, scandals and alcoholism thanks to this self-destructive behavior. Things come to an emotional head when his estranged father comes on the scene just when
Vanni thinks things can't get any worse. Darkness shadows Graham Baxter as he begins his journey as a paraplegic. The powerful mogul bitterly handles this new vulnerability by lashing out
at the people who could help him the most. He needs Andy more than ever, pulling her in yet another hopeless direction. Andy is put in the impossible situation of keeping the most important
promise she has ever made, or saving the man that she can't help but love. Author Ginger Voight turns up the scandals, secrets, passion and heartbreak to 11. Flawed characters face excess
and all the pitfalls that entails. They fight as hard as they can to hold onto anything real in the fake world of celebrity.
"Funny, tender, edgy. I wanted the love story to go on forever."—Joan Johnston, bestselling author of No Longer a Stranger Written in the wonderfully honest, edgy, and hilarious voice she
perfected in God-Shaped Hole, Tiffanie DeBartolo shines in a passionate new story of music, love, and sacrifice. Eliza Caelum, a young music journalist, is finally getting her footing in New
York when she meets Paul Hudson, a talented songwriter and lead singer of the band Bananafish. They soon realize they share more than a reverence for rock music and plunge headlong
into love. When Bananafish is signed by a big corporate label, and Paul is on his way to becoming a major rock star, Eliza's past forces her to make a heartbreaking decision that might be the
key to Paul's sudden disappearance. A layered and emotional look into the world of music, this raw summer read will resonate with readers who loved Daisy Jones & the Six by Taylor Jenkins
Reid. Praise for Tiffanie DeBartolo's God-Shaped Hole: "From highs to heartbreak, DeBartolo conjures an affair to remember."—People "Honest, raw, and engaging."—Booklist "This
generation's Love Story."—Kirkus Reviews
Sequel to the #1 Bestseller, One Night With a Rock Star: part deux is the continuing tale of country girl Esther & Sky, the international music icon who stole her heart and turned her world
upside down. More excitement, more glamour and more challenges await our heroine as her love and faith are stretched to the limit. From the sprawling fields of Texas to Paris in springtime,
Chana Keefer takes the reader on this continuing unforgettable journey of first love one reader calls "what a relationship with God looks like in the midst of sexual temptation."
He's a mess... Asher Knight has three constants in his life: music, beautiful women, and a bottle of Jack. He lives for the next gig, the next city, and dreams only of a life spent in front of an
arena full of screaming fans. But Asher's nomad ways come to a sudden stop when he learns he's the father of a three-year-old from a past relationship and suddenly this rock star bad boy is
forced to put down roots. Only she can clean up Gloria Shields is no one's fool. Sure, the sexual chemistry between her and Asher has always been intense, but she'd never risk giving her
heart to a man who has a perfect record for breaking them. Except the man desperate to make things right with his newfound son is nothing like the rock god she's guarded her heart against
for years. And it isn't long before she starts to wonder if life with this bad boy might be the best thing that's ever happened to her.
Falling for Your Best Friend's Twin
Backstage Passes in the Heavy Metal Eighties - Big Hair, Bad Boys (and One Bad Girl)
Rockstar Beginnings (Rockstar Erotic Romance #1)
Right Place, Right Time
Secret Smiles
Axel Wainwright. British rock god. Bad boy. He sets the crowds on fire with his voice and his words. Singing backup for him is my dream job.
My big chance to get recognised and become a star. Music is my life and now it consumes me. HE consumes me. But I have my career to think
about; I've worked years for this. I need to keep my distance from Axel, or he'll burn me to ashes. Except, guess what? The best-laid plans
have a habit of going wrong. My name is Phoenix Johnson, and, like Icarus, I've flown too close to the sun. From bestselling romance author
SC Daiko comes a steamy story of sex, drugs and rock 'n' roll that will melt both your Kindle and your heart...
A sex-and-tell story about the crazy lifestyle of sex, drugs, and rock and roll. A decade of rock history...and a decade of rock fan
adoration for one little chiquita from Omaha who spent star-studded nights with superstars of eighties rockdom: David Lee Roth with Van
Halen, Billy Squier, Ozzy Osbourne's Jake E. Lee, Paul Stanley of Kiss, Motley Crue's Nikki Sixx, Bret Michaels and Poison, Vivian Campbell
and Def Leppard, the J. Geils Band's Peter Wolf, Aerosmith's Steven Tyler--and plenty more. Rockin' Rita and her sexy entourage were ultrafans who rocked the boys in the bands backstage and between the covers when the heavy metal rockers and the glam "chicks with dicks" rolled
into town in their tour buses. With her own outrageously high hair and edgy original clothing designs, Rita never missed an opportunity to
get the coveted backstage passes that led to dressing room parties and hotel hook-ups. This is a sex-and-tell story about her obsession for
sex and drugs with rock stars. Rita reveals her flirtatious romps and hard rock tales with the bad boys of 80s heavy metal in her legendfilled story... Once Upon a Rock Star
When their wild fantasies come to life, depravity reigns.As soon as the ink's dry on their first record deal, Zen, True, Maddox, and Jericho
have women lining up to try and snag music's scorching newcomers. Before they meet the women who'll bring them to their knees, they'll have
to learn to lean on each other first.Straight out of high school, they're thrust into the tainted world of sex, drugs, and rock and roll.
They'll have to learn how to balance messy personal lives, their unbreakable friendship, and their skyrocketing music career if they want to
come out on top.The boys of Shadow Phoenix are about to get their first taste of stardom, and it's not always sweet.This is a prequel novella
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to The Shadow Phoenix Series, a standalone rock star romance series where each of the characters in this book go on to find their happily
ever after.PLEASE NOTE: This book has violent themes, dark language, steamy and/or graphic sex acts, and M/M and MMF scenes. Intended for
people 18+.
The pop star & her bodyguard ... A pop star in danger. Her reluctant bodyguard. A past they can’t deny. Summer Michelle is on the verge of
ultimate fame. Ben Hollander has sworn off mixing business with pleasure. But keeping his hands off of the sexy songstress is easier said
than done and once the threat is neutralized, will she choose fame over love?
Sweet Oblivion
Falling For The Bad Boy
A Rock Star Romance
Bad Boy
Beautiful Disaster Signed Limited Edition

When a twist of fate throws university student Crys Murphy into an unexpected job on tour with a wildly successful rock band, her crush on
the guitarist turns into powerful temptation. But there’s a dark side to the glamour and champagne: Blade has anger and addiction issues,
a history of partying with groupies, and a tendency to get naked in public — and Crys is supposed to keep him out of trouble. As she gets to
know the talented and lonely man behind the bad boy behavior, the chemistry between them wavers on the edge of something deeper. But
he doesn’t do relationships, and she grew up expecting a white-picket-fence future. Can he reform and open his heart to love? Will she give
up her straitlaced upbringing for her troubled rock star?
He's a rock star with the world at his feet-but he'd rather have her there. Taylor Jemison lost everything when her first dip into the world of
consensual kink went wrong, and she wound up on the run from a dangerous ex. Driven from her home and the teaching job she loved, she
needs a safe haven. As nanny for a rock star, she'll live behind gated walls with a private security team. As for the teens' sexy dad ... he'll be
on the road most of the time. That's good, because one touch of his strong hands leaves her body and heart craving submission to his
commands. Guitarist Michael Korvello may have a rep as an all-in, balls-out hard-rock star with a penchant for kink, but he keeps his
personal life firmly separated from his home and his kids. One look at the curvy little nanny, and he knows she can't stay, because her big
green eyes say she craves the control he wants to wield. And though Michael can have any number of beautiful women, he aches for one
who'll truly accept him-inside and out. Just when neither can deny their need for each other, Taylor's ex surfaces, intent on taking back
what he considers his, and ready to destroy Michael's world to get her. Can two kindred souls protect their private passion from an
outsider bent on ripping them apart? Don't miss this sizzling, sensual peek into the private world of a rock star -get your copy of FINDING
HER RHYTHM today!
He’s America’s hottest rockstar, and he’s harboring a dark secret…one that could end with deadly consequences. She’s a small-town girl
from the Midwest, escaping an overprotective family. After catching the first solo gig by the rocker with the looks of a Greek god and the
voice of an angel, Evelyn’s a goner. But Charlie Walker is the worst kind of bad boy all wrapped up in a smoking hot body, surrounded by
scandal, and completely untouchable to someone as ordinary as Evelyn. Or so she thought. When the chemistry between them is
unleashed, the danger involved extends far beyond the threat of their relationship being thrust into the spotlight.
She's a good-girl Sunday school teacher. He's a bad boy rock god. What could possibly go wrong? Scarlett Kelly is the poster child for
responsible living. Growing up as the daughter of the town floozy, she's made it her mission to be the exact opposite of her mother. So
when she wakes up naked and hung over in bed with a bad-boy rock star, she bolts immediately. There's just one problem: Scarlett's
bedmate is her new husband. Gavin needs to repair his image or his music career will go down the tubes. He's also just learned he has a
son he never knew existed. He needs to settle down, and bribing his new wife to stay married may just fit everything into place. Scarlett
agrees to the ruse to help her family's financial troubles even though she can hardly control herself around the rock star. As they search
for Gavin's son, will their unlikely matrimony give them exactly what they've been missing or send them packing? Running From a Rock
Star is the first book in a series of comedic contemporary romance novels. If you like zany characters, razor-sharp wit, and unlikely love
stories, then you'll love the first book in Jami Albright's Brides On the Run series. Buy Running From a Rock Star to laugh your way to love
today!
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